
Timor-Leste and Australia

Bugs	in	the	pipeline

Timorese leaders push for a better deal from their offshore gas fields
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THE future finances of the young, poor nation of

Timor-Leste, formerly East Timor, have become

embroiled in allegations of skulduggery by Australia

nearly a decade ago. Timor-Leste has taken its big,

wealthy neighbour to arbitration over a 2006

agreement on the exploitation of oil and gas in the

sea between them. Speaking on a visit to Singapore

this week, Timor-Leste’s oil minister, Alfredo Pires,

claimed to have “irrefutable proof” that, during

negotiations in 2004, Australia’s secret services had

illegally obtained information. His lawyer claims

the Timorese prime minister’s offices were bugged.

Whatever the truth, leaders in Timor-Leste feel

Australia took advantage of them. In 2004 the tiny

nation was still recovering from the devastation that

followed its vote for independence from Indonesia in a UN-organised referendum in 1999. The

Indonesian army and supporting militias had sought revenge in a rampage of killing and

destruction.

Ever since, Timor-Leste’s hopes of prosperity have rested on offshore oil and gas reserves. But

most are located in the Timor Gap, under waters also claimed by Australia. Cash-strapped and

desperate for revenue to start flowing, leaders saw no option but to agree to treaties with

Australia that many in Timor-Leste see as unfair.

In all, three linked treaties covering the Timor Gap were signed, but the maritime boundaries

were never agreed upon. The first, the Timor Sea Treaty, signed in 2002, gives Timor-Leste 90%

of the revenue from a Joint Petroleum Development Area (JPDA). This meant that revenues

could start flowing.

The JPDA was a compromise between Australia’s insistence the maritime boundary be the

deepest point as agreed with Indonesia in 1972, and Timor-Leste’s hope to use the “median line”,

halfway across the sea. Only 20% of one of the largest fields, Greater Sunrise, is within the JPDA.
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Then another treaty was signed in 2006, after two years of tortuous negotiations, during which

the alleged spying took place. This one gives each country an equal share of revenue from Greater

Sunrise on condition that they waive their rights to assert sovereignty, or pursue any legal claim

over the border, for 50 years.

It is this treaty that rankles with the Timorese. If the median line were the border, Greater

Sunrise and many other fields would fall in Timorese waters. Mr Pires says that the uncertainty

about the maritime boundary makes it hard to plan for the long term or to attract investment.

Despite its growing oil wealth (its petroleum fund already contains $13 billion) Timor-Leste

remains one of Asia’s poorest countries. It is pinning its hopes on the Tasi Mane project, an

ambitious plan to build a gas plant to process gas from Greater Sunrise, and a refinery and

associated petrochemical industry. That is a gamble as long as the sovereignty issue is

unresolved and an impasse persists over the route of a gas pipeline from Greater Sunrise.

Timor-Leste wants a pipeline to Tasi Mane to bring jobs and income. Australia wants a pipeline

to Darwin.

The bugging allegation and arbitration proceedings seem intended to force Australia to the

negotiating table. Leaders in Timor-Leste hope to break the logjam and perhaps to win a better

deal.
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